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ABSTRACT. In engineering applications, fatigue phenomenon is a key issue
and needs to be analyzed in the beginning of design phase in case of any
component exposed to alternating loading on operation otherwise
catastrophic fatigue failure may cause. Component can be designed with safelife, fail-safe, and damage tolerant approach based on whether redundant load
path and damage sensitive. Before starting analyzing the structure, material
allowable data needs to be presented in a reliable way to predict fatigue life of
components. SN curves with presented confidence levels are the robust
approach to make a prediction on safe life of a structure in terms of fatigue.
In this point, there are so many approaches to determine fatigue limit of
materials and issue shall be handled by statistical manner. In literature,
different staircase and curve fitting methods were presented to estimate
endurance limit of materials and some reliability manuscript published. In this
paper, fatigue limit of AISI 4340 steel will be investigated through most
convinced staircase and curve fitting approaches and their reliability will be
queried.
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INTRODUCTION

S

N curves have been firstly used by German engineer, Wöhler and stress-life was formulated in linear equation; hereby,
logarithm of life is correlated with oscillating stress [1]. Then, Basquin proposed new model by using each side natural
logarithm of stress and life [2]. However, addition of initial boundary data point (ultimate stress) to SN curve resulted
in poor estimation. So, non-linear model was presented by Stromeyer by smoothing previous models [3]. To enhance best
fit of SN curve, researchers continued to propose new models basically same approach stated above by adding parameters
or changing complexity of the relation. Some of them are accepted as common standard in constructing of SN curves. In
the literature, many approaches have been presented best fit of data with large number of specimens however inconsistency
results in case of small specimen data sets [4]. Even though new technologies enable performing fatigue tests with ultra-
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high-test frequency on resonant test systems these days, SN curve models need to be compatible with small data sets due
to time limitation for UHCF [5].
Fatigue failure caused by surface feature is attributed to crack initiation; on the other hand, crack propagation is because of
bulk characteristic of material. Therefore, crack is easily formed at high stress values and resulted as less scatter; however,
large scatter is observed around fatigue limit because of local circumstances in the reverse condition [6]. Although coupon
level testing provides information about scatter, it can be difficult to predict in service conditions. SN curves are affected
by grain size and direction of grains, composition of material, surface finish after machining and heat treatment [7].
Therefore, scatter caused by variation in material and production-based reasons cannot be overestimated for products in
service and needs to be verified by component level testing. It is commonly used method to perform tests at least twice
covering operation life in service in order to observe critical locations in terms of crack susceptibility. In literature, scatter
effect is covered by confidence levels by statistical approaches [8].
Unless specified SN curves in the literature presented as mean curve with 50% quantile. Designers use 95% confidence level
to be sure safe fatigue limit and 95% meets their requirements [9]. Design curves are commonly obtained by curve fitting
methods based on log-normal or Weibull distribution. SN curve fitting can be evaluated simply through two parameters
because of not dealing with complexity and it offers well suited and results are adequately accurate [10]. Fatigue data of
metallic materials exhibit log-normal or Weibull distribution based on analytic equations with certain inconsistency;
therefore, all approaches need to verify by fatigue testing to get reliable data [11].
Even though fatigue strength exhibits normal distribution extensively, coefficient of variance in fatigue limit reflects lognormal distribution and scatter is greater than initiation dominant life region compared to propagation one that is under
high stress loading. Previous one is well fitted with Weibull distribution and latter is exhibited by log-normal distribution.
Standard deviation changes with applied stress; accordingly, decreasing stress or strain results in increasing standard
deviation. Maximum likelihood method covers run-out data points by linear regression to estimate observed data. Least
square estimation is a method that minimizes the residuals (sum of squared deviation) of experimental data. For smooth
specimen run-out criteria can be chosen as 2E+06 cycles because of not existing stress concentration [12]. Barbosa et al.
studied different estimated fatigue models to exhibit good adjustment between observed and fitted data. Difference of this
models is to provide best fit from ultra-low cycles to high cycles; however, medium and high cycle region is the focus for
design issue for a structure. Schijve et al. investigated fatigue limits statistical point of view and resulted in Weibull is better
suited than log-normal distribution. Another approach is proposed by Stüssi and non-linear equation is formulated with
stress and life relation taking ultimate and infinite endurance stress into formulation. By linear regression, model parameters
can be estimated however combined Stüssi and Weibull distribution approach which is proposed by Caiza et al. results in
good fit in all regions of SN curve due to better estimation of model parameter [13]. Burhan et al. also investigated different
curve fitting methods for fatigue data characterization in terms of competence of SN curve, estimation of fitting parameter
consistency, adjustment to other stress ratios, presented as fatigue damage estimation and curve shape ability covering
ultimate stress point. Kim et al. found that micro-crack density scales up logarithmically with fatigue cycles increases rather
than micro-crack length [14]. Differently, Lipski et al. studied constructing SN curve based on thermography analysis and
provides an advantage to stop test before catastrophic failure based on temperature change [15]. ASTM E739-91 proposes
simple linear relation between stress and life in log scale. Model uses log-normal distribution and it can be solved by linear
regression based on Maximum likelihood approach. It also gives information about how many specimens are needed to get
reliable data. Accordingly, recommended data set shall be between 12-24 specimens. As a guideline, confidence level shall
be 5% and 95% to estimate confidence band that covers observed experimental data. Because of limitation of model, very
low cycle regions are out of consideration and therefore ASTM E739-91 model is suitable for medium and high cycle fatigue
regions.
According to Dixon, the idea behind of staircase is based on concentrating of data points around mean value. Sample size
needs to be large enough accordingly Dixon suggested at least 40 specimens are required for accurate data evaluation.
Increment range shall be between 0.5σ and 2σ for good estimation if standard deviation is known; otherwise, small interval
results in spending time unless starting point close to mean value [16]. This approach is modified by Dixon and proposed
that increment step can be estimated as σ and maximum 50% error of standard deviation can be tolerated. Therefore,
increment step may be 2/3σ and 3/2σ for likely guess since small interval produces smaller covariance in case of given mean
value previously; however, large step size results in decreased number of trials around mean value [17]. Even though it is
recommended to make analysis through 15 specimens by staircase method, test set is generally managed by 6 specimens
many discussions are available to estimate fatigue limit of material with less number by preserving reliability of data [18].
Fatigue limit of material generally follows normal distribution. In engineering applications, it also exhibits log-normal
distribution. Primary condition of staircase method is to estimate by normal distribution; however, safety factor needs to be
evaluated through log-normal distribution to prevent oversizing.
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According to Zheng’s study, intermediate and long-life regions of SN curve follow normal and log-normal distribution
respectively. Rabb studied whether starting point has effect on staircase method or not and resulted as little influence. The
most popular approach is starting with estimated fatigue limit to increase accuracy of analysis.
In case logarithmic stress values are equally spaced, the log-normal and Weibull distribution can be used as an analyzing of
staircase method. To estimate mean value and confidence level of fatigue data, choosing increment level between 2/3σ and
3/2σ provides well-established analysis [19]. Basically, it can be assumed that there exists threshold above fatigue limit and
facilitates crack initiation under applying higher stress than endurance limit [20].
Reduction of fatigue limit requires knowledge of mean strength and standard error. Although fatigue strength is insensitive
to increment size, standard deviation is affected markedly. The value of coefficient of variation is a key parameter for fatigue
limit analysis since almost similar results rise for low values of CoV but not satisfactory results for high values therefore
Dixon-Mood is the best option in this case [21]. Lin at al studied that method used to determine endurance limit can be
chosen based on covariance of data; in case of small covariance ray projected method (extrapolating through low cycles
data) gives better result but Dixon-Mood method (based on Maximum Likelihood Estimate) is advised for large covariance.
However, projection method is not reliable below 104 cycles therefore stress level is critical for accelerated analyses. Even
though most popular approach is Maximum Likelihood Estimate for staircase method, Wallin justify this approach because
scatter exhibits Weibull distribution not normal distribution which is underlying assumption for MLE.
Monte Carlo method is proposed by iterating of data points in terms of arithmetical operation [22]. Similarly, Pollak et al.
used bootstrapping method to decrease standard error for small sample data sets as an alternative to Dixon-Mood method
since latter method gives accurate results in case of large specimens (at least 40 specimens) however underestimated results
with small data sets. Bootstrap is an alternative method by counting standard deviation and confidence level around the
mean value. The advantage is no need to use distribution hypothesis like classical methods nevertheless it presents same
results and data points develop with replacing data points through replication [23]. As different approach, fatigue strength
of material is governed by inhomogeneous distribution of different types of defects. It has proved that non-propagating
cracks ahead of micro-notches exist below the stress level of endurance limit. Based on Murakami and Endo assumption,
analysis for fatigue limit gave similar results for annealed condition steel; however, it will be different for hardened steel
because of non-metallic inclusions effect. Beretta et al. studied fatigue properties in terms of statistical manner and minimum
number of defects inside microstructure and resulted as maximum likelihood is the best estimator because of having less
standard deviation of excessive defects [24].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A

ISI 4340 steel with a composition (in wt%) of .38% C, .65%Mn, .7% Cr, 1.65% Ni, .2% Mo, .025% P and S, bal.
Fe, was chosen as a research material because it exhibits a constant endurance limit after a certain fatigue life.
Additionally, it shows high fatigue strength and toughness therefore it is considered as a good candidate for aircraft
material. A set of smooth round fatigue specimens with 22 mm gage diameter and 130 mm length was manufactured from
AISI 4340 steel with optimum machining parameters. Before specimen preparation, material was heat treated per AMS
2759-1D for optimum condition for machining. Firstly, material was normalized at 899 °C for 90 minutes then austenitized
at 816°C for 60 minutes and finally tempered at 593°C for 3 hours. Normalizing removed internal stress and provided
microstructural homogeneity. Austenitizing and tempered provided desired microstructure in terms of strength and
hardness. After quenching, martensite phase forms because of not allowing enough time for diffusion of carbon atoms
because of rapid cooling and resulting BCT crystal structure. Later, tempering results in bainite (intermediate phase) and
ferrite phases in the microstructure by allowing transformation of martensite to bainite phase. As a result, crystal structure
is composed of BCC after this transformation. The microstructure of material is given on Fig. 1. Mechanical properties of
material results in 1080 MPa ultimate strength and 29 HRC hardness after heat treatment process.
A total of 14 specimens were used to determine endurance limit of material. All of them were out from Rolling DirectionR90 orientation. Crack initiation was observed in R90-Transverse plane which is perpendicular to applied stress along
Rolling Direction.
In this research, SN curves were constructed by using different methods providing data points for finite and infinite life
regions. Entirely 14 specimens were sequentially tested, 8 of them were assigned for establishing endurance limit of material
with applying less stress range and 6 of them were used to focus on finite fatigue region. Fatigue tests were performed under
constant amplitude cyclic loading in laboratory conditions (23±2°C and 50±5 RH) per ASTM E466-96. Round fatigue
specimens were alternately axial loaded by applying sinusoidal wave form with stress ratio R of 0.1 (tension-tension) under
constant 150 Hz test frequency on RUMUL resonant test system.
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Figure 1: Micrograph of AISI 4340 steel

Staircase Analysis
Staircase or up-and-down method is commonly used method for determining fatigue limit of material at a specified life
value. Accordingly, run-out criterion is firstly stated (say 107cycles) and first specimen is roughly tested around mean value
then if the specimen failed at this stress level. Next specimen will be tested at less stress level with defined stress increment
otherwise, stress level increased in case of run-out case. Hence, applied stress for next specimen depends on foregoing test
results. Stress increment is determined based on standard deviation and rest of the specimens are tested in this manner.
Dixon-Mood Method
Dixon-Mood method derived from Maximum Likelihood theory is a common approach to determine endurance limit of
materials. Tests are carried out by increasing or decreasing stress level with defined increment based on standard deviation
and generated the sequence also called up-down method. The purpose is to focus around median value to determine accurate
fatigue strength with defined confidence levels. Sample mean and standard deviation can be estimated by given equations:

 A 1
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(1)
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where S0 is the lowest stress level of dataset, d is the stress increment, F=∑fi, A=∑i·fi, B=∑i2·fi, i is the numbering of stress
level and fi is the number of samples corresponding to the stress level.
If estimated stress increment is extremely higher than standard deviation; then sample mean will be higher than reality and
standard deviation will be less. In case of reverse condition, higher standard error and lower sample mean will be obtained.
It was expected to choose stress increment around 2/3σ and 3/2σ before starting test.
Sample mean with 50% confidence level and standard deviation for Dixon-Mood method can be computed as 585 MPa
and 23.21 MPa based on equations given above and variables can be seen on Fig. 2. Mean value needs to be defined with
confidence interval since every set of test specimen will give different mean values because of scatter and confidence interval
for sample mean will provide to present conservative data for endurance limit. It can be used that 95% confidence interval
for sample mean to stay safe side meaning that 95% of test results will be upwards of mean value. Confidence interval with
unknown coefficient of variance is distributed per t-distribution meaning that defined confidence interval ((1-α) · 100%) is
symmetric around empirical sample mean and underside boundary can be expressed as given equation below:

S X %  S  t  ,n 1 

s
.
n

(5)
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Figure 2: Staircase Sequence per Dixon-Mood Method-

In this way, limits of probability of failure are taken into consideration with reduced endurance limit. Accordingly, mean
value with 95% confidence interval can be calculated as 563.8 MPa.
Similarly, confidence interval for standard deviation needs to be calculated to validate standard deviation below the upper
limit of empirical standard deviation coming from fatigue test data with defined confidence level. It obeys chi-square right
tailed probability of distribution and it is calculated by given equation:

sX% 

n 1

 2 ,n 1

s

(6)

Eventually, standard deviation with 95% confidence interval is found to be 56.92 MPa as shown in Fig. 3. This value will
be used to determine endurance limit of material as the limits for probability of failure taking place.

Figure 3: Mean value for 50% probability of failure and 95% confidence level with given standard deviations.

IABG Method
Another approach for staircase method is IABG method proposed by Hück [26]. Accordingly, it is like Dixon-Mood method
in terms of evaluation of data. IABG method starts with second test specimens’ data and first one is discarded and not
evaluated rather fictitious data is added at the end of data set as shown in Fig. 4. Additionally, evaluation cover all failed and
survived specimens on specified stress range and based on logarithmic values of data. Same data above will be evaluated in
same manner with given equations presented by IABG method [27].

log  S   log( S0 )  log  d  
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(8)

log  log  s    log  d   10 a  k b

(9)

2

Hereby, S and s are the mean value and standard deviation of data set respectively, d is stress increment on logarithmic base
and k, a and b are the auxiliary variables.

Figure 4: Staircase sequence per IABG method (Δ: fictitious data).

Mean value with 50% confidence level and standard deviation for IABG method can be computed as 585.11 MPa and 14.54
MPa, respectively based on equations specified above and logarithmically shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Mean value and standard deviation with given 95% confidence level based on IABG method.

Bootstrapping Method
Another approach is bootstrapping method introduced by Efron [28] which is based on data simulation providing many
unreal data in other words re-sampling from original data. Standard deviation of random distribution of a population is
perpetually indeterminate; therefore, most popular approach is to use estimated standard error and correlating standard
deviation. Since bootstrapping covers all present information about the distribution, it could be a good choice to estimate
standard error of data set. Samples are normally distributed as shown in Fig. 6. The idea behind of approach is to decrease
scatter by allowing less biased standard error.
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Figure 6: Normal distribution of staircase data based on Bootstrapping method.

Standard error estimation of re-sample distribution for bootstrapping method is originated by Monte-Carlo approach.
Approximating population with larger sample size is advanced at least 200 times re-sampling from original data [28]. During
analysis, 200 times original data was re-sampled and only 10 of them can be seen on Tab. 1.
b
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

X(1)
580
580
580
560
560
560
580
600
620
580

X(2)
580
620
580
560
600
560
580
580
560
600

X(3)
600
600
560
580
600
600
580
620
600
580

X(4)
580
620
620
580
580
560
600
580
600
620

X(5)
580
600
580
560
560
560
560
560
600
580

X(6)
580
560
620
560
580
560
560
620
560
620

X(7)
600
600
560
580
580
560
580
600
600
560

X(8)
600
580
620
560
560
560
580
600
600
560

X*
587.5
595
590
567.5
577.5
565
577.5
595
592.5
587.5

Table 1: Bootstrapping Algorithm.

Mean value and estimated standard deviation of bootstrap replications can be seen from following equations:

X

1 B *
X i
B i 1

(10)
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 X i*  X

B
1
i 1




1



2

2



(11)

Similarly, standard deviation of Monte Carlo approximation based on bootstrapping replications can be calculated by
following equation:

 1
s  2  n
n 

(12)

Standard deviation of 200 means is the bootstrapped standard error of the mean. Mean value can be calculated as 585.11
and estimated standard deviation is 7.09 after bootstrapping analysis in Fig. 7. Standard deviation based on Monte Carlo
approximation is 9.19 which is close to bootstrapping method. By using bootstrapping re-sampling, confidence intervals
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could be established for given population. Bootstrap t-interval and standard confidence interval (1-α) can be found with
given equations, respectively:

t  ,n 1 

 X  X lower  .

(13)

s

X lower  X  z  /2 * s

(14)

Figure 7: Mean curve (solid line) along with 95% bootstrap t-interval (dash line) and standard (long dash dot) lower confidence limit

Weibull Method
Function of random variable with unknown parameter can be associated with fatigue data. Weibull distribution facilitates
estimating low probability of failures compared to normal distribution and fatigue limit can also be obtained by 2-parameter
Weibull distribution (location parameter not used). Most popular optimizing technique to estimate scale (α) and shape (β,
Weibull slope) parameters is maximum likelihood estimator by correlating variables with most likely observed data. All of
data (failed and runout) can be evaluated during analysis and not necessarily to specify constant stress increment for MLE
method. Therefore, the advance of MLE is treating censored data correctly with any distribution.
Maximized likelihood function for staircase tests is given in Eqn. 15.
n





m





L  F Si ,  p . 1  F Sj ,  p 


i 1

j 1

(15)

where n and m are failed and run-out specimens respectively, {p} is the parameters describing distribution and F is the
cumulative density function.
By optimizing L, scale and shape parameters can be estimated using Newton Raphson method which is an iterative
technique for Weibull distribution function. Accordingly, β and α can be estimated by given iteration method as shown in
Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Weibull distribution of staircase data based on Newton Rapson technique.

Mean value and standard deviation can be estimated 584.13 and 23.64 based on Weibull distribution.
JSME Method
Another method used as a standard that is JSME (Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers) requiring 14 specimens for
analysis and constructs whole of the SN curve. Eight of them are used in linear region and six specimens are enough to
determine fatigue limit of data set. First stress point is taken as highest non-failed (run-out) point in data set. Rest of them
is constructed up-and-down method based on previous test result by a certain stress increment. Stress increment for staircase
sequence is estimated by assuming standard deviation equals to stress increment. Linear region is associated with following
parameters:
log  N   α  β*S

  Si  S  *(log  N i   log  N 
  i 1
8
 i 1( Si  S )2
8

(20)
, log  N  

1 8
1 8
log  N i  and S  Si

8 i 1
8 i 1

(21)

Mean and standard deviation can be estimated with given equations:

S

s

1 7
S j
6 j 2
1



2
1 8
 (log( N i      log  Si  
6 i 1

After calculation, mean and standard deviation were calculated as 583.3 and 26.01 respectively.
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Curve Fitting Analysis
In engineering applications, SN curves are constructed by linear regression of stress versus life data with given standard
deviation. This procedure is also known as curve fitting of fatigue data by executing goodness-of-fit. Weibull and log-normal
distribution are suitable for metallic materials data to determine life of material. Life prediction is carried out by modelling
of SN curve and constructing design curves with estimated confidence band, then fatigue limit is estimated based on
probabilistic fatigue life model.
Basquin Method
Firstly, Wöhler formulated SN curve with regression parameters to get linear relationship between stress and life. SN curve
in finite region is represented by linear correlation between stress and life in logarithmic scale. Then, another and most
common approach was proposed by Basquin and it interrelates stress as a function of life.

 a   f . 2N f



2 2

1

CoV  10b s

b

(24)
(25)

These equations based on log-normal distribution, σa, σf, and b are the applied stress, fatigue strength coefficient and fatigue
strength exponent respectively. Coefficient of variance is calculated by correlation of fatigue strength coefficient with
standard deviation (s). Standard deviation is estimated by log (2Nf) over log (  a ). By using least square method, SN curve
with finite life can be estimated with 50% reliability. Accordingly, mean value for %50 probability of failure in 107 cycles
(assumed as run-out criterion) and standard deviation are calculated as 592.89 MPa and 34.7 respectively as shown in Fig.
9.

Figure 9: SN curve per Basquin method.

Stromeyer proposed a new equation for estimating stress by addition of σ∞ term even though endurance limit at defined σ∞
not exist.

   N f





 σ

(26)

where σ is applied stress, α and β are fitting parameters, Nf is the number of cycles and σ∞ is stress at infinity.
Based on this assumption, Stromeyer’s model is not linear as in the case of Basquin. It practically smooths linear methods
by adding new parameter that makes estimation more complicated. Similarly, Palmgren and Weibull later proposed new
methods by addition of a dependent term and static stress respectively [3]. The idea behind these models is to provide
smoother curve with given fitting parameters to estimate fatigue behavior of materials.
ASTM E739-91 Method
ASTM E739-91 defines a correlation between stress and life in linear region by sizing experimental data not extrapolating
outside the data with given confidence intervals. The linear relation is established with failed specimens (run-out not
included) and evaluated on logarithmic scale. It suggests that at least 12 specimens are required to get reliable data for
allowable purposes [29].
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log  N   a  b * log  

(27)

 (log  i   log  ) * (log  N i   log  N  )
b  i 1
n
 i 1(log  i   log   )2

(28)

n

 i 1(log  N i   log  N  )2
n

s

(29)

n  2

In given equations, life (N) is the random variable, a and b are the fitting parameters, n is number of specimens, s is standard
deviation and stress (σ) is the independent variable.  and N are mean values for stress and life respectively. Eventually,
linear fit is estimated by regression.
The confidence intervals for entire SN curve are estimated for 90 and 95% probability of failure.

1
(log    log   )2 

a  b  log    2  F p  s    n
 n  (log  i   log   )2 
i 1



1/2

(30)

where Snedecor distribution value (Fp) is tabulated per degree of freedoms in ASTM E739-91.

Figure 10: SN curve per ASTM E731-91 method

After calculation, mean value for %50 probability of failure in 107 cycles (assumed as run-out criterion) was found 584.05
and 95% confidence bands were plotted in Fig. 10.
Kim and Zhang Method
Differently Kim and Zhang proposed fatigue damage concept while constructing SN curve. Accordingly, fatigue damage
rate has a correlation with maximum stress and defined fitting parameters. By applying best fit between damage rate and
stress in logarithmic base fitting parameters can be calculated. Only finite data points are used to estimate SN curve. Damage
rate (∆Dfi/∆Nfi) is calculated by given equation below:



S
D f   1  max 
 Sultimate 
D f  i 
N f  i 

   ( Smax i  )

(31)

(32)

where (i) represents each stress level on finite region and average life value can be taken in case of multiple test points on
each stress level to present best fit relation. ∆Df(i)=Df(i-1)-Df(i) for the case of Df(i-1)>Df(i) and similarly ∆Nf(i)=Nf(i-1)-Nf(i) for Nf(i1)>Nf(i).
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To estimate fitting parameters (α and β), log ( D f  i  / N f  i  ) and log ( S max i  ) are plotted and the slope gives β value. Ten
to power of intercept gives α value. After the parameters are calculated, SN curve is constructed with following equation:

S max





1

      1  N f  N 0
 1 

 Sult .  

1


Sult . 



(33)

where N0 is the hypothetical value and indicates life of material under alternatingly loading. The corresponding Smax for N0
equals to Sult and N0 is considered to be between 0 and 1. After curve fitting, mean value for %50 probability of failure in
1.0E+07 cycles is 592.1 MPa as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: SN curve per Kim and Zhang method.

Bilinear Method
As an alternative method to random fatigue limit approach which optimizes parameters to get best-fit based on maximum
likelihood method, bilinear random fatigue limit model is proposed [5]. It assumes that the SN curve consists of two distinct
regions and linear region can be estimated by Basquin method via incorporating number of cycles in transition region and
fatigue limit terms into stress equation:





S   m  logN *  N  Slimit . for N  N * .

(34)

S  Slimit . for N  N *

(35)

where m is the slope of curve in low cycle region and N* are the transition cycles from finite part to infinite part of SN curve.

Figure 12: SN curve by Bilinear method
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Basically, it is recommended to use large experimental data for good fit. Therefore, it is a rough estimate of fatigue limit
with small datasets because of not introducing smooth transition. Therefore, there is a weak correlation between high cycle
and low cycles fatigue regions. Based on bilinear method, fatigue limit value for 50% probability of failure is 592 MPa as
shown in Fig. 12. Therefore, regression models provide less bias with strong estimation of fatigue data.
Stussi Method
By addition of run-out data on data, non-linear models present unbiased estimation by linear regression. Stussi proposed a
non-linear model to estimate SN curve in low and high cycle fatigue region by introducing tensile strength and fatigue stress
at infinity into equation. This formulation is based on log-log scale and optimized by fitting parameters. Accordingly,

S

R m    N b  S
1  Nb

(36)

where Rm is the tensile strength of material, a and b are fitting parameters and S is the infinite stress.

Figure 13: SN curve by Stussi estimation

This model is compatible with 3-parameter Weibull distribution and provides well-fitting not only on endurance region but
also on low cycle fatigue region compared to previous methods specified. Based on this approach, mean value for %50
probability of failure which is decided as run-out criterion in 1.0E+07 cycles is 594.6 MPa as shown in Fig. 13.
AGARD-AG-292 Method
Another method is AGARD-AG-292, a comprehensive handbook for helicopter design, and sub-chapter 4.4 describes
statistical analysis of small samples by presenting 4 parameters regression including censored data by considering constant
scatter of fatigue data along all the regions of the SN curve. Accordingly, it is assumed that fatigue data is well fitted by
Weibull distribution with four parameters fitting. Best fit is done with least square technique and log scale is used to make
variable in linear form; however, increasing number of fitting parameters increases difficulties in calculating parameters.
Extending curve beyond the data points cannot be conservative for endurance limit of material therefore data shall be used
with reduced curve by introducing confidence interval.

S  S  A   N  B 

C

(37)

where S is the stress, S is infinite stress, A, B and C are constant fitting parameters, N is the fatigue life of specimen at
corresponding stress level.
Based on this approach, two-sided confidence interval (t-value of student variable) is used when estimating reduced curve.
Accordingly, the mean and standard deviation are calculated assuming normal distribution of population. Then the variable
tα is calculated as given equation:

  x  t *
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To estimate 95% confidence interval for the population, SN curves are plotted for each specimen using same fitting
parameters and ensuring passing over the observed test data for each specimen. Eventually, standard deviation is calculated
on 107 cycles (chosen as run-out criterion) with known stress points coming from each curve.

Figure 14: Constructing SN curve by AGARD-AG-292 method.

Accordingly, mean value with 50% probability of failure is 593.4 MPa and standard deviation is 33.3. Fatigue limit was
estimated as 574.3 MPa by applying tα -variable for 95% confidence interval.

Fatigue Reliability Analysis
It is important to present accurate data without any bias providing theoretical data after analysis that meets the requirement
of desired lifetime of a component. Reliability is basically to intends to the probability of data without failure in real life
conditions. Fatigue life evaluation through statical analysis is carried out to prevent fatigue failure under operation with
accurate estimation. Negative relationship exists between fatigue life and reliability such that decreasing reliability results in
increased fatigue life meaning that probability decreases and fatigue failure change increases.
SN curve can be generalized such that there is a linear relationship between life and applied stress in logarithmic base. By
applying linear regression, model minimizes error by optimizing prediction. After estimation of observation, outliers shall
be defined for reliable data by calculating residuals which is the difference between test data and prediction. For the sake of
simplicity, standardized residuals are identified for each data point as corresponding error ( e i ) divided by an estimate of
standard deviation.

ri 

ei

(39)

MSE 1  hii 

MSE 

1 n 2
ei
n i 1

(40)

x  x 
1
hii   n i
n   x i  x 2
2

(41)

i 1

where ri is the standardized residuals, ei is the standard error, hii is leverage, x i is fatigue life of corresponding specimen, 𝑥̅ is
mean life of specimens and MSE is the mean square error. Outliers can be detected by looking at residuals and influential
point is accepted an outlier if standardized residuals are greater than three in absolute value. Presence of potential outlier in
data set influences regression model and results in biased predictor coefficients; therefore, studentized residuals are
introduced by removing i-th observation from regression model. Then the formula becomes:
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ti 

ei

(42)

MSE i  1  hii 


  n  k  1 
e i2
MSEi   MSE 


1  hii   n  k  1    n  k  2  


(43)

where k is the number of independent variables, n is the number of specimen and ei is the error between estimated and
observed data. As shown in Fig. 15, there are no outliers for this data set.

Figure 15: Standardized Residual vs Studentized Residuals.

Another method to identify outliers is to construct normal probability plot. The points in line with normal probability plot
line projects standard variation however outside of the line suspicious or outlier data. Normal probability plot is basically
presenting relative cumulative rate of fatigue data. Samples are ordered in ascending manner and cumulative distribution
function is calculated in the form of F(S)=[(S-μ)/σ] where s, μ and σ are stress in logarithmic base, mean value and standard
deviation respectively. Probability plot is constructed log-stress versus zi=F-1(pi) that is inverse function of cumulative
distribution function. Pi is called as plotting position and most used explanation proposed by Hazen [30] as follows:

pi 

i  0.5
n

(44)

Accordingly, theoretical data is plotted with 95% confidence interval as shown in Fig. 16 and no outliers are found for
normal probability plot.

Figure 16: Normal Probability Plot.
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Fatigue data contains scatter because of nature of material and scatter band is covered by confidence interval. In the same
manner, fatigue lifetime is identified at given probability of survival that determines necessary service time by assuming
constant standard deviation though whole curve. Accordingly, fatigue curves for a probability of survival can be identified
by destinating standard deviation following the probability of survival based on Gaussian log-normal distribution on given
Tab. 2.
Probability of Survival (%)
99.9
97.7
84
50
16
2.3
0.1

Standard Deviation Factor
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3

Table 2: Probability of survival based on standard deviation.

It is explicit that having higher probability of survival eventuated higher reliability of data. In engineering applications SN
curves are typically affiliated with 97,7% probability of survival meaning that offsetting from mean curve (50%) by 2 times
standard deviation to obtain fatigue data in a conservative way instead of 95% probability of survival stated in ASTM E73991 [29].

Figure 17: SN curve with probability of failure by Bilinear method

97.7% probability of failure (survival) is generally used when estimating limits for design curves associated one-sided
distribution. Mean and standard deviation of sample were considered same for entire population. Accordingly, design curve
was constructed based on Bi-linear method as an example and 26.5 % reduction in fatigue limit was observed as shown in
Fig. 17.

N 97.7  N 50  10 2s

(45)

where s is the standard deviation and N50 is the life of the working curve over specified stress range.

DISCUSSION

F

atigue damage in metals typically starts on surface and propagated perpendicular to applied load because of cyclic
plasticity and isotropic properties of material. Fatigue mechanism behind of crack initiation is surface phenomenon
on the other hand propagation is affiliated bulk phenomenon. Fatigue limit confirmed by SN curve acts as a
threshold and below the endurance it allows crack initiation therefore it is affiliated with crack initiation phenomenon.
Essentially it is not realistic to determine fatigue limit of material because of having randomly distribution of fatigue data
however distribution of fatigue limit with correct bias can be estimated. To obtain good estimate of mean value with very
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small interval is only possible with handling large specimens while determining fatigue limit of material; otherwise, estimate
will be biased in case of using small samples. Nevertheless, available methodologies proposed to advance accuracy of results
with reduced number of specimens. Basically, staircase methods are easy to handle while estimating mean value of data set
with 50% probability of failure; however, standard deviation is complicated because of small data set and needs to be severely
reduced with safety factor to get conservative value. To analyze staircase test results, different methodologies was used by
finding parameters of distribution that maximizes probability of test data. Maximum Likelihood method is the most efficient
method in terms of estimation with less standard deviation compared to other methodologies. MLE usage gives advantage
by providing closer confidence level to nominal ones compared to normal approximated intervals for staircase methods. It
is advised to use stress increment is around 0.5σ and 1.5σ while performing staircase since small interval leads to waste
observations on the other hand precision of mean decreases while increasing stress interval. Bootstrapping method resulted
in too small standard deviation around mean that means less frequent occurrence and not presenting optimum confidence
intervals. IABG method is better estimation than Dixon-Mood because of omitting first specimen’ test results during
analysis that means reduced sample size is used with bias correction. Also, Weibull distribution resulted in more suitable
estimation for standard deviation compared to Dixon-Mood method. However, Dixon-Mood method gives best results in
case of existence for very large coefficient of variance of data set. ASTM E739 is advised for metallic materials with the
efficiency in medium and high cycle region, Stussi is effective also in low cycle fatigue region.
Method

Formula

 A 1
S  S0  d    
 F 2
 A 1
S  S0  d    
 F 2

St. Dev.

585.0

31.7

585.1

14.5

585.1

7.1

584.1

23.6

583.3

26.0

592.9

34.7

584.1

43.9

592.1

57.2

591.0

40.6

594.6

32.1

593.4

33.3

when less event

failure

Dixon-Mood

Fatigue Limit (MPa)

when less event

run-outs
Staircase

IABG

log  S   log ( S0 )  log  d  

Bootstrapping

X

Weibull

  αГ  1 

JSME

S

Basquin

 a   f . 2N f

ASTM E739-91

log  N   a  b  log  

1 B *
X i
B i 1



Kim and Zhang

1
 

1 7
S j
6 j 2



b





      1  N f  N 0



S max  Sult .  
1


Sult . 





Curve Fitting

A
F



S  m  logN *  N  Slimit for
Bilinear

NN
S  Slimit for N  N *

Stussi

S

*

AGARD-AG-292

R m    N b  S
.
1  Nb
R    N b  S
S m
1  Nb

Table 3: Different approaches to determine fatigue limit of material.
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In engineering applications, it is accepted that fatigue strength and corresponding life follow log-normal or Weibull
distribution; therefore, linear regression was operated to determine SN curve that allows estimation of fatigue limit as well.
Curve fitting techniques were used in correlation between fatigue life and stress by optimizing fitting parameters. By
increasing number of parameters to improve predictability of approach, solving equation becomes difficult because of
increased iteration by least square technique and needs to be given necessary efforts. Linear regression gives mean value
with 50% probability of failure and data needs to be reduced with defined probability of survival and confidence interval
for resulting design data. If the presented distribution not fit data as desired, reliability estimation will be inexact. Basquin
equation estimated poorly because of limited capabilities in case of addition of ultimate strength of data as an input that
regression models provide good estimation with goodness of fit. Bilinear model can be used for materials showing fatigue
behavior of sharp transition between infinite and finite region with relatively constant scatter though SN curve. Other
models exhibited closer estimation for medium and high cycle fatigue region. Exceptionally Kim and Zhang resulted in high
covariance because of limited data on low cycle fatigue region such that this method is more suitable for stress level higher
than four on finite region. Nevertheless, prediction of fatigue limit data agreed with observed data sensibly.
Scatter band is caused by inhomogeneous defect size in microstructure of material, production, environment, operator, and
misalignment of test specimen on machine [6]. In general scatter is observed larger on low cycle fatigue region and lower
on infinite region of SN curve. Probability distribution of fatigue data was studied for reliability assessment. Inverse
correlation exists between fatigue life and reliability, fatigue reliability decreases when increased fatigue life. After estimation
of fatigue data in terms of stress and life relationships, residual analysis needs to be performed for reliable data in structural
design. In this point, outliers can be detected to present more accurate data by employing standard deviation for normal
probability plot and standard/ studentized residuals which is calculated by least square estimation based on minimizing sum
of squared deviations. Significance level denoted as 0.05 meaning that 5% risk of data and confidence level and probability
of survival for fatigue lifetime was calculated for 95% and 97.7 respectively for this study.
In this paper, it was attempted to determine endurance limit of material using staircase and curve fitting methods and their
results were tabulated on Tab. 3.

Figure 18: Variation of design curve after probabilistic analysis (C.I.: Confidence Interval, P. of S.: Probability of Survival).

To qualify fatigue test data coming from coupon tests, design curves need to be constructed by applying reduction factor
to present conservative data as shown in Fig. 18. In this way, probabilistic nature of fatigue data can accurately be estimated
accounting for scatter effects with confidence.

CONCLUSIONS

F

atigue strength of a material can be determined by evaluation of staircase or curve fitting methods statistically. The
idea is to present more accurate data with specified confidence intervals such that conservative data needs to be used
in design side. The following conclusions drawn from this study are listed below:
 Weibull and IABG method resulted in better fit compared to other methods in terms of fatigue limit and standard
deviation for limited data set.
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Total number of specimens (14) seems appropriate to construct SN curve, 8 of which are finite and 6 for infinite
regions which makes it possible to determine endurance limit for small sample data analysis.
Even though analyses have been carried out for AISI 4340 coupon test data, it can be commissioned for any material
that exhibits fatigue limit behavior.
Staircase method is easy to operate for estimating fatigue limit of material and proposed methods exhibit similar
results in terms of 50% probability of failure; however, standard deviation is complicated so large safety factors are
inevitable to get reliable results for small samples.
Scatter band of SN curve at 95% confidence level and 97.7% probability of survival needs to be studied for accurate
and reliable data for design curves.
Curve fitting methods can be used to determine SN curve shape by allowing estimation of fatigue strength for
corresponding number of cycles and estimated fatigue limit at 1E+07 cycles resulted in close agreement with
staircase methods.
Coupon level testing is carried out in laboratory conditions and results give an idea about fatigue behavior of
material; however, components in service can have unforeseen risks and this is not easy to estimate in terms of
scatter therefore additional safety (knock-down) factors are needed.
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